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A significant amount of research is taking place to develop different flavors of large scale distributed cyber 
infrastructures: scientific grids (grid computing), next generation web (semantic web), cloud computing, etc. 
One common capability that these infrastructures should have is - the ability to search and retrieve information 
on demand. For example, a scientist searching for “evidences on role of DR2 gene in development of diabetes in 
Caucasian population” should get relevant research publications as well as useful raw data (say samples of gene 
sequence of DR2, etc.) which has been manually annotated and tagged for ready identification.  

The search capability should be fast, scalable and have to deliver relevant results. To deliver meaningful 
search results, the search system should represent and compare meanings of queries and the annotations of the 
information objects. Whereas, for scalability and speed, it should be deployed as a distributed system. In our 
work we propose that such a search system can be enabled by an overlay network which routes messages and 
queries based on their meaning. In this proposed system, a user will submit a query to this network, and the 
network will deliver the query to an information object whose annotations is relevant to the query. The storage 
system which host this information object will respond back to the user and offer the relevant object.  

To materialize the required meaning based message routing/forwarding network, we need fast response 
message forwarding appliances called semantic routers which will operate in the overlay networking layer. 
These semantic routers will delivery queries and route messages between users and the information or data 
storage repositories. The routers will deliver message to an object whose meaning is relevant to the message. To 
perform this task, these appliances need to carry out sophisticated meaning comparison computations at high 
speed.  

This needed sophistication can be engendered, if, computers can represent and compare holistic meanings 
as perceived by human mind. For example, the aforementioned search phrase on DR2 gene has a composite 
meaning. This meaning is composed of elementary meanings conveyed by: “evidence”, “DR2 gene”, etc. In 
such situations, a single “bag of words” aggregation (e.g. vector or set) of the individual keywords/meanings 
may not always convey the composite meaning of the entire object. As instances of holistic composite meanings 
arise in description of objects and search intentions, therefore we need techniques to represent and compare 
composite meanings. These techniques, when available, can improve the specificity of holistic meaning 
representation and improve the relevance of search results. 

In addition, there is another challenge in designing a meaning based message routing network. Traditional 
routable (e.g. IP) networks depends on the numeric property of the address representation (e.g. 32 or 64 bit IP 
address) to partition the address space into defined ranges and organize the network into hierarchical sub-
networks. Numeric comparison between message and sub-network addresses enables successful routing through 
the hierarchical tree. As meanings do not have a straightforward numeric representation, hence conceiving a 
meaning based routable network itself is a significant challenge. Designing this network is even more difficult. 

To address these challenges, we have investigated on the followings: 

(1) We have developed an algebraic theory, a design of a psychologically realistic data structure and 
related techniques for representing composite meaning as a tensor which is amenable to efficient 
meaning similarity comparison. 

(2) We designed algorithms, information processing architecture and a design for an accelerator hardware 
that can compare composite meanings inside the semantic router (and/or the storage systems). 

(3) We designed a self-organizing query forwarding Semantic Routed Network, which can deliver 
messages based on meanings.  

Our meaning representation and comparison scheme address the meaning composition problem, which is a 
weak link in existing vector or set based information retrieval models. Our meaning comparator algorithm and 
the hardware accelerator can yield a speedup in the order of 105 compared to traditional software based meaning 
comparator executing on servers. Our design of the Semantic Routed Network self-organizes with time and 
usage to form an optimum network topology. This reduces the number of overlay routing hops and thus 
improves the search success rate and response time in large infrastructure.  


